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Dense grain flows in nature consist of a mixture of solid constituents that are immersed in an ambient fluid. In
order to obtain a good representation of these flows, the interaction mechanisms between the different constituents
of the mixture should be considered. In this article, we study the dynamics of a dense granular flow composed of
a binary mixture of small and large grains immersed in an ambient fluid. In this context, we extend the two-phase
approach proposed by Meruane et al. [J. Fluid Mech. 648, 381 (2010)] to the case of flowing dense binary
mixtures of solid particles, by including in the momentum equations a constitutive relation that describes the
interaction mechanisms between the solid constituents in a dense regime. These coupled equations are solved
numerically and validated by comparing the numerical results with experimental measurements of the front
speed of gravitational granular flows resulting from the collapse, in ambient air or water, of two-dimensional
granular columns that consisted of mixtures of small and large spherical particles of equal mass density. Our
results suggest that the model equations include the essential features that describe the dynamics of grains flows
of binary mixtures in an ambient fluid. In particular, it is shown that segregation of small and large grains can
increase the front speed because of the volumetric expansion of the flow. This increase in flow speed is damped
by the interaction forces with the ambient fluid, and this behavior is more pronounced in water than in air.
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I. INTRODUCTION24

Most dense grain flows in nature, such as debris avalanches,25

pyroclastic flows, landslides, and submarine avalanches, in-26

volve solid particles having a wide range of sizes and that27

are immersed in an ambient fluid [1]. The influence of the28

interactions among the solid constituents on the dynamics29

of these dense heterogeneous flows has not been studied30

extensively yet [2,3], and a better understanding of this issue31

is required to improve the representation of these natural32

phenomena [4].33

Granular flows of binary mixtures often exhibit a nonuni-34

form spatial distribution of particles owing to the nature of35

the flow and the properties of their constituents [5,6]. For36

instance, dry granular avalanches of small and large grains are37

very efficient at sorting particles by size as the small particles38

commonly percolate downward and the large ones rise up to39

the free surface of the flow [5,6]. This segregation mechanism40

may compete against the diffusive remixing mechanism that41

occurs in rapid avalanches [7–9], or against the mass effect42

mechanism in the case of large grain size ratios as large grains43

sink toward the bottom because of their greater mass [10].44

Moreover, when the large particles have a higher internal45

friction coefficient than the small ones, segregation causes46

fingering instability of the avalanche front [11] or spontaneous47

stratification in two-dimensional silos [12]. Furthermore, the48

interactions between the particles and their ambient fluid may49

also have an influence on the mixture flow dynamics, as shown50

*cmeruane@ing.uchile.cl; Also at Laboratoire Magmas et Volcans,
UMR Unversité Blaise Pascal, 5 rue Kessler, 63038 Clermont-
Ferrand, France.

for homogeneous granular flows [13]. In water, front fingering 51

instability and inverse vertical segregation are damped in 52

binary mixtures of small and large particles [14,15]. In air, 53

spontaneous segregation caused by vertical vibration may 54

occur in binary mixtures of particles of equal size but different 55

density as a consequence of an internal air flow [16,17]. 56

Another notable feature of granular flows of binary mixtures 57

is their high mobility, commonly defined as the ratio between 58

the runout distance to the fall height, compared to cases 59

involving only one grain size. This difference has been reported 60

in laboratory experiments [18,19] and in soft particle discrete 61

element numerical simulations [20], and it was established 62

that this high mobility reaches a maximum for small grains 63

fractions of about 30% [18]. This increase in mobility has 64

been attributed to a thin layer of small grains at the flow base 65

formed by percolation, which changes from sliding to rolling 66

the frictional dynamics at the base of the granular flow [19,20]; 67

however, this hypothesis is not able to explain the high mobility 68

of granular avalanches in nature where the flows occur over 69

rough terrains, so that the physical origin of the high mobility 70

of natural granular flows remains controversial [21]. 71

The examples described above show that in order to obtain a 72

good representation of dense granular flows of binary mixtures, 73

the solid-solid and solid-fluid interaction mechanisms between 74

the different constituents of the mixture should be considered. 75

In this context, the mixture theory is a useful tool for 76

describing the dynamics of these flows [22,23]. This concept 77

was addressed recently by Refs. [8,24,25], where the mixture 78

theory was used to describe particle-size segregation and 79

diffusive remixing in granular avalanches of two or three 80

constituents. These models consist of a single equation for 81

the volume fraction of the smaller particles, and are closely 82

related to the models proposed by Refs. [5,7]. Although these 83
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approaches are promising for predicting segregation in dense84

granular avalanches, they do not include empirical relations85

that account for the segregation and remixing fluxes as well86

as their dependence with the particles and flow properties [8].87

In particular, these models do not consider the feedback that88

exists between the particle-size distribution and the dynamics89

of the flow [26]. In this context, [13] recently used the90

mixture theory to develop a conceptual model for representing91

compressible monodisperse granular flows of solid particles92

in an ambient fluid, in which the dynamics of each phase93

was solved separately. As this two-phase approach is based94

on the mixture theory, it can be extended to the case of two95

solid constituents by including the corresponding constitutive96

relation that describes the interactions between the solid97

components. An advantage of extending this model is that the98

feedback between the spatial variations of the volume fractions99

of the solids and the dynamics of the mixture arises as a natural100

consequence of the approach.101

The aim of the present work is to study the dynamics of a102

dense granular flow composed of a binary mixture of small and103

large grains and immersed in an ambient fluid. In this context,104

we extend the two-phase approach proposed by Ref. [13] to105

the case of binary mixtures, by including in the momentum106

equations a constitutive relation that describes the interaction107

mechanisms between the solids constituents in a dense regime.108

Although the governing equations are general for any binary109

mixture of solid constituents in a dense regime, we focus on110

mixtures of small and large spherical particles of equal mass111

density and surface roughness. For this case, the dynamics of112

the granular flow is analyzed experimentally and numerically113

for the collapse and spreading of two-dimensional granular114

columns in air or water, for different grain size ratios of the115

solid particles and column height-to-length ratios.116

This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II the derivation117

of the governing equations is detailed. The experimental118

and numerical methods for the collapse and spreading of a119

two-dimensional granular column are described in Sec. III.120

The results are presented in Sec. IV, in which the model121

equations are validated by comparing directly the numerical122

results with the experimental measurements using the front123

speed to describe the flow. Finally, in Sec. V we discuss the124

results and show that segregation of the granular flow increases125

the front speed, which is damped by the ambient fluid effects126

that in turn decreases the speed of the grains.127

II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS128

A. Three-phase framework129

The two-phase approach proposed by Ref. [13] is extended130

here to obtain the governing equations for a dense granular131

flow consisting of binary mixtures of small and large grains132

and immerse in an ambient fluid.133

In order to identify the components of the mixture, the134

subindex α = 0 is defined for the fluid phase and α = 1,2 are135

defined for the solid components, with α = 1 denoting small136

grains and α = 2 denoting large grains. The mixture occupies137

a reference volume V , which is large compared to the particles138

size, and the constituent α occupies a volume Vα within V such139

as V = ∑
α Vα . Each constituent has a material density γα , a140

velocity uαi , and a volumetric concentration cα . The partial 141

density is defined as ρα ≡ cαγα . 142

The mass and momentum conservation equations for each 143

constituent in a dense regime can be written as [13] 144

∂ρα

∂t
+ ∂(ραuαi)

∂xi

= 0, α = 0,1,2, (1)

∂ρ0u0i

∂t
+ ∂(ρ0u0ju0i)

∂xj

= ρ0gi + ∂

∂xj

[
(μ0 + μT )

(
∂u0i

∂xj

+ ∂u0j

∂xi

)]
− c0

∂p0

∂xi

−
2∑

β=1

Kβ(u0i − uβi), (2)

∂ραuαi

∂t
+ ∂(ραuαjuαi)

∂xj

= ραgi − ∂pα

∂xi

+ sij

∂pα

∂xj

tan ϕα − cα

∂p0

∂xi

+Kα(u0i − uαi) + m̂αβi, α �= β = 1,2, (3)

where xi correspond to the ith direction; pα is the pressure 145

of the constituent α; ϕα is the internal friction angle of 146

the solid constituent α and sαij ≡ sgn(∂uαi/∂xj ); Kα is a 147

well constrained phenomenological drag function [27] that 148

is described in detail in Ref. [13]; μ0 and μT are the dynamic 149

and turbulent viscosity of the fluid phase, with μT obtained 150

from a standard turbulence energy-dissipation model (k − ε 151

model [28]), which includes the work done by the fluid drag 152

force as a production term in both k and ε equations [29], and 153

it is presented in detail in Ref. [13]; finally, m̂αβi = −m̂βαi 154

represents the reciprocal forces between the solid components 155

in a dense regime, whose representation is the focus of this 156

article. 157

The system of equations (1)–(3) is closed with the saturation 158

constraint
∑2

α=0 cα = 1 and with the solid pressure closure 159

proposed by Ref. [13]. In this closure, the solid pressure 160

is defined as the reaction force that arises in response to 161

the constraint of incompressibility when the solid particles 162

are packed, which in the static case can be interpreted as 163

the fraction of the weight of the solids that is sustained by 164

direct contacts among solid particles or at boundaries. Here 165

we extend that definition and interpret the solid pressure of the 166

constituent α as the reaction force related to the constraint of 167

incompressibility when the particles of the solid constituent α 168

are packed, which can be mathematically represented by 169

pα =
{

pα cα � c∗
α,

0 cα < c∗
α,

α = 1,2, (4)

where c∗
α is the loose packing concentration of the solid 170

constituent α, which depends on the relative particle diameter 171

and concentration of the solid constituents of the mixture, as 172

discussed later in this section. 173

Note that the collisional stresses are not considered in 174

Eq. (3) as [13] showed that these can be neglected for 175

dense granular flows at the laboratory scale considered. 176

Nevertheless, the rate-dependent collisional part for the dilute 177

and intermediate regimes may be included in future works, and 178

the kinetic theory may help to investigate this issue [30,31]. 179
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B. Constitutive relation for the interaction force between solid180

constituents in a dense regime181

As demonstrated in the Appendix, the interaction force182

between the solid components m̂αβi = −m̂βαi can be math-183

ematically expressed as184

m̂βαi = −m̂αβi = cα

∂T̂
β

αij

∂xj

− cβ

∂T̂ α
βij

∂xj

. (5)

where T̂
β

αij represents the tensor of superficial forces acting185

on the surface of the constituent α due to the other solid186

component β. In this section, we derive the constitutive relation187

for this tensor of superficial forces.188

First, let us concentrate on the first component of Eq. (5)189

cα∂T̂
β

αij /∂xj , which represents the action force of β on α.190

Defining T̂
β

αij as the sum of a compression part −p̂β
α , and a191

shear stress part τ̂
β

αij , so that T̂
β

αij = −p̂β
α δij + τ̂

β

αij , this term192

is written as193

cα

∂T̂
β

αij

∂xj

= −cα

∂p̂β
α

∂xi

+ cα

∂τ̂
β

αij

∂xj

. (6)

In Eq. (6), the normal interaction term −cα∂p̂β
α/∂xi can be194

interpreted as a buoyancy force, as it represents the normal195

force exerted by the constituent β on the surface of the196

constituent α, so that p̂β
α is the pressure of the constituent β, i.e.,197

p̂β
α = pβ . The shear interaction term of Eq. (6), cα∂τ̂

β

αij /∂xj ,198

on the other hand, represents the tangential force exerted199

by the constituent β on the surface of the constituent α,200

so that by analogy to the homogeneous dense flow regime,201

the shear stress component τ̂
β

αij can be represented by the202

Mohr-Coulomb condition with an isotropic solid pressure203

assumption, which states that the compressive and shear204

stresses acting in a particular plane over a particular point205

are related by (e.g., [32])206 ∣∣τ̂ β

αij

∣∣ = (1 − δij )
∣∣p̂β

α

∣∣ tan ϕβ
α = (1 − δij )|pβ | tan ϕβ

α , (7)

where ϕβ
α represents the friction angle between the constituents207

β and α. Note that we have assumed isotropic solid pressure,208

which means that for the dynamic case the ratio between the209

shear to normal stresses is the same along any plane. This210

assumption is justified by the fact that granular flows behave211

more like a fluid than a solid, as shown by several works that212

considered the isotropic assumption (e.g., [33–36]).213

Finally, the action force of the constituent β on α in a dense214

regime is represented by215

cα

∂T̂
β

αij

∂xj

= −cα

∂pβ

∂xi

− s
β

αij cα

∂pβ

∂xj

tan ϕβ
α , (8)

with s
β

αij ≡ sgn[∂(uβi − uαi)/∂xj ], which ensures that the216

tangential force exerted by the constituent β on α is opposite217

to the movement of α; therefore, it transfers momentum from218

α to β.219

In the same way, the second component of Eq. (5),220

−cβ∂T̂ α
βij /∂xj , which represents the reaction force of the221

constituent β on α due to the action force of α on β, is222

represented by 223

−cβ

∂T̂ α
βij

∂xj

= cβ

∂pα

∂xi

+ sα
βij cβ

∂pα

∂xj

tan ϕα
β . (9)

Hence, the reciprocal interaction force between the solid 224

components has the form of a multicomponent Mohr-Coulomb 225

yield criterion with an isotropic solid pressure assumption, due 226

to 227

m̂βαi = −m̂αβi

= −cα

∂pβ

∂xi

− s
β

αij cα

∂pβ

∂xj

tan ϕβ
α + cβ

∂pα

∂xi

+ sα
βij cβ

∂pα

∂xj

tan ϕα
β , (10)

where s
β

αij = −sα
βij and ϕβ

α = ϕα
β . 228

C. Packing concentration, solid pressure, and percolation 229

of small grains 230

For obtaining the pressure of each solid component in the 231

solid pressure closure (4), the loose packing concentration of 232

each solid constituent c∗
α has to be determined. For doing this, 233

we present a function for the loose packing concentration of 234

the mixture c∗, which is a general relation that allows us to 235

determine c∗
α . Then, we analyze two mechanisms that generate 236

percolation of small grains: the kinetic sieving mechanism and 237

the sifting of small grains. The way for representing these two 238

mechanisms is by modifying the representation of the packing 239

limits of the two species in the solid pressure equation (4), 240

which is discussed below. 241

Regarding the loose packing concentration of the mixture 242

c∗, it is well known that mixtures of small and large grains can 243

pack to higher concentrations than assemblages of monosized 244

particles, and the improvement on the packing concentration 245

depends on the size ratio d1/d2, and on the fractional solid 246

concentration of each constituent Xα = cα/(c1 + c2), α = 1,2 247

(pp. 135–163 of Ref. [37]). Several models account for the 248

influence of these parameters on the mixture packing (pp. 249

135–163 of Ref. [37]), and we chose the empirical formula of 250

Ref. [38], which for bimodal spheres of the same composition 251

and packing concentration can be written as 252

c∗ (d1/d2,X2)

=
{

(1 − √
d1/d2)c(1 − c)(2 − c)X2 + c X2 � 1/(2 − c),

(1 − √
d1/d2)c(2 − c)(1 − X2) + c X2 > 1/(2 − c),

(11)

where c is the loose packing concentration of monosized 253

particles that is equal to about 0.6 for spheres (e.g., [13,39]). 254

Equation (11) indicates that when both constituents of spher- 255

ical particles have the same size, i.e., d1/d2 = 1, the loose 256

packing concentration of the mixture is equal to the loose 257

packing concentration of monosized particles, i.e., c∗ = c. On 258

the contrary, if the spherical particles have different sizes, the 259

loose packing concentration of the mixture is greater than the 260

packing concentration of monosized particles, i.e., c∗ > c. In 261

this case, the packing concentration is strongly dependent on 262

the relative concentration of small grains. An example of this 263

dependence is shown in Fig. 1, where optimal packing occurs 264
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Optimal packing
(small grains = 28.5%)

c∗
(c

1
,c

2
,d

1
/
d
2
)

small grains (%)

0 20 40 60 80 100
0.6

0.7

0.8

FIG. 1. Calculated loose packing concentration of binary mix-
tures of small and large grains using (11) and c = 0.6, d1/d2 = 0.067
(solid line), and d1/d2 = 0.233 (dashed line). Adapted from Ref. [37].

at ∼28% of small grains, when small grains fill optimally the265

voids of the large spheres network (p. 140 of Ref. [37]).266

Furthermore, the loose packing concentration of one solid267

component can be calculated by considering that c∗ = c∗
1 + c∗

2;268

therefore, when the mixture is packed, the space left by one269

solid component in the mixture packing is the loose packing270

limit of the other solid component, which can be written as271

c∗
α = c∗ − cβ, α �= β = 1,2. (12)

The inclusion of the loose packing limits of Eq. (12) in the solid272

pressure closure (4) means that for mixture concentrations less273

than c∗ both small and large particles lose their contacts and274

fall down, if there are no other forces that can support their275

weight. However, it is well known that below a critical value of276

the mixture concentration, only the small particles fall down277

while the large particles remain packed [5]. This percolation278

of small grains is due to the kinetic sieving mechanism, which279

is explained by the fact that once the mixture is in motion and280

consequently expands, small grains have a greater probability281

than the large ones of finding a hole in which they can fall into282

Ref. [5]. This means that there is a critical value of the mixture283

concentration, smaller than c∗, for which only small grains fall284

down while the large particles remain packed.285

The way for representing the kinetic sieving of small grains286

is by modifying the packing limits of small and large grains,287

particularly by decreasing the packing limit of the large grains;288

therefore, we make two assumptions: first, c∗ is the limit289

under which (i.e., c1 + c2 < c∗) the small particles percolate290

downward while the large particles remain packed; and second,291

ηc∗ is the limit under which (i.e., c1 + c2 < ηc∗) both large and292

small particles fall down, with η � 1 an empirical parameter.293

In other words, once the mixture expands, there is an interval 294

for the mixture concentration (ηc∗ < c1 + c2 < c∗) for which 295

small grains percolate between the large ones. In this way, 296

for including percolation of small grains, the loose packing 297

concentration used in the pressure closure (4) for small and 298

large particles is represented by 299

c∗
1 = c∗ − c2, c∗

2 = ηc∗ − c1. (13)

The empirical function η has to preserve the physical limit 300

of η = 1 when c1 = 0 or c2 = 0 or d1 = d2 (one of the two 301

species is absent or they have the same size), and it should 302

increase with d1/d2 as percolation is more likely to occur for 303

small values of d1/d2. Based on this, we propose the following 304

expression: 305

η(c1,c2,d1/d2) = exp(−σc1c2[1 − d1/d2]), (14)

with σ the kinetic sieving coefficient, which is an empirical 306

constant order 1 that is discussed in the results section. 307

Another mechanism that produces the percolation of small 308

grains is the sifting of small grains, which occurs when 309

d1/d2 < (2/
√

3 − 1) ≈ 0.15 that corresponds to the Apollo- 310

nian ratio for which a small particle exactly fits inside a hole 311

between three tangent spheres in the network of the larger 312

particles [40]. This means that when d1/d2 < 0.15 and the 313

large particles are in point contact with one another, i.e., 314

c2 � c, percolation of small particles occurs spontaneously as 315

long as the interstitial voids between the large particles are not 316

filled. In the context of the pressure closure (4) and the mixture 317

packing limit (11), this means that c∗
1 = (1 − √

d1/d2)c(1 − c) 318

if c2 � c. 319

D. Dimensionless variables for the granular dam-break problem 320

We use the governing equations for studying the collapse 321

and spreading of two-dimensional granular columns in air 322

or water (i.e., the granular dam-break problem), for different 323

binary mixtures of small and large spherical particles of equal 324

mass density and surface roughness (i.e., γ1 = γ2 and ϕ2
1 = 325

ϕ1 = ϕ2 = ϕ). The characteristics scales for this particular 326

problem were derived by Ref. [13] and are as follows: the 327

characteristic time scale T = √
ho/g′, where g′ = g(γα − 328

γ0)/γα is the reduced gravity and ho is the initial column 329

height; the characteristic horizontal and vertical velocity scale 330

U = V = √
g′ho; and the characteristic horizontal and vertical 331

length scale L = H ∼ UT ∼ ho. Using the loose packing 332

density of the mixture c∗γα , and the material density of the 333

fluid γ0, as density scales, then the following dimensionless 334

variables are obtained: 335

t̃ = t

√
g′

ho

, x̃i = xi

ho

, ũαi = uαi√
g′ho

,

(15)
p̃0 = p0

γ0g′ho

, p̃α = pα

c∗γ1g′ho

α = 1,2,

where x1 = x, x2 = y are the horizontal and vertical direc- 336

tions, respectively, and ∼ denotes scaled variables. 337
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FIG. 2. (a) Sketch of the experimental setup: a perspex rectan-
gular channel of 1.5 m long, 0.5 m deep, and 0.1 m wide, with a
initial column of grains of aspect ratio ho/xo. (b) Sketch of the final
deposit in water. (c) Sketch of the initial column of grains for mixtures
A (d1/d2 = 0.067) listed in Table II, with h1 and h2 the column height
of small and large grains, respectively. (d) Sketch of the initial column
of grains for mixtures B (d1/d2 = 0.233) listed in Table II.

III. METHODS338

A. Experimental procedure339

Experiments were conducted in a 1.5-m-long perspex340

rectangular channel, 0.5 m deep and 0.1 m wide, by suddenly341

opening a vertical sluice gate that initially hold a granular342

column of glass beads (with ϕ = 26◦) in air or water, as343

sketched in Fig. 2(a) (the water depth was 0.45 m). We344

used glass beads because they are denser than the ambient345

fluids and their subspherical shape makes comparison between346

experiments and numerical results easier. The initial column347

aspect ratio ho/xo (with xo the initial reservoir length) was348

in the range 2–8, with xo = 0.1 m for ho/xo = {2,3,4} and349

xo = 0.05 m for ho/xo = {6,8}. For each aspect ratio, we350

used two types of binary mixtures of small and large glass351

beads (d1 = 0.2 mm and d2 = 3.0 mm, d1 = 0.7 mm and352

d2 = 3.0 mm), which led to a total of four sets of experiments353

listed in Table I. It is important to mention that each sample354

of particles of diameter 0.2, 0.7, and 3.0 mm was slightly355

polydisperse and well sorted. The actual grain size ranges356

were 0.125–0.250 mm for particles of 0.2 mm, 0.6–0.8 mm357

for particles of 0.7 mm, and 2.8–3.2 mm for particles of 3 mm.358

TABLE I. Laboratory and numerical experiments of binary
mixtures in air and water, with d1 and d2 the diameter of small
and large grains, and ν0 the kinematic viscosity of the fluid phase.
For each set, γ1 = γ2 = 2.5 × 103 kg m−3, ϕ1 = ϕ2 = 26◦, c = 0.6,
xo = 0.1 m for ho/xo = {2,3,4}, and xo = 0.05 m for ho/xo = {6,8},
�x = �y = 7.14 × 10−3 m, and �t = 2.5 × 10−3 s.

d1/d2 γ0 ν0

Set (×10−3 m) (d1, d2) (kg m−3) (×10−5 m2 s−1)

A1 (in air) (0.2, 3.0) 0.067 1.2 1.7
B1 (in air) (0.7, 3.0) 0.233 1.2 1.7
A2 (in water) (0.2, 3.0) 0.067 1000 0.1
B2 (in water) (0.7, 3.0) 0.233 1000 0.1

Each set of experiments was carried out by varying the 359

proportion of small and large glass beads. In the case of 360

mixtures with d1/d2 � 0.15 (sets B1 and B2 in Table I) we 361

used homogeneous mixtures with four initial relative solid 362

concentrations of small particles equal to 0, 25, 50, and 100%. 363

The homogeneity of the mixture was achieved by adding small 364

volumes of material into the reservoir as the ambient fluid was 365

present inside the channel as shown in Fig. 2(a). In contrast, 366

for mixtures with d1/d2 < 0.15 (sets A1 and A2 in Table I), 367

for which percolation of small particles between the voids of 368

large particles occurred spontaneously, different proportions of 369

small and large particles were achieved by varying the height of 370

the column of large particles [h2 in Table II and Fig. 2(c)], and 371

filling at different levels [h1 in Table II and Fig. 2(c)] the inter- 372

stices between them (without forcing the large particles apart). 373

The experimental procedure can be summarized as follows. 374

The glass beads were placed into the reservoir without 375

agitation or vibration. The channel was illuminated with 376

diffuse back lighting that provided a good contrast for video 377

analysis, and a video camera was carefully aligned along 378

the horizontal direction. The sluice gate was then manually 379

removed rapidly to release the granular mass that spread into 380

the horizontal channel until it came to rest, while the flow 381

was recorded with the video camera at 50 frames per second. 382

Finally, the movie was processed with MATLAB R©in order to 383

track the free surface and position of the front of the granular 384

TABLE II. Experimental setup for initial columns of exper-
iments listed in Table I. h1 and h2 are the column height of
small and large grains, respectively, and % of small grains ≡
100(hoxo)−1

∫ ho

0

∫ xo

0 (c1/[c1 + c2])t=0dxdy.

Sets Experiment h1 h2 Small grains (%)

A1 and A2 1 ho 0
2 1/3ho ho 11
3 2/3ho ho 20
4 ho ho 27
5 ho 2/3ho 47
6 ho 1/3ho 70
7 ho 100

B1 and B2 1 ho ho 25
2 ho ho 50
3 ho ho 75
4 ho 100
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flow. This procedure was done for each column aspect ratio of385

the experiments described in Table II, so that each experiment386

was repeated five times.387

As the effect of gate removal was not considered in the388

numerical simulations, we verified the time of opening and389

found that it was ∼0.1 s, which was less than about 5% and390

10% of the typical flow duration in water and air, respectively.391

Furthermore, the error in the front velocity was ±0.05 m s−1,392

which corresponded to less than about 4% and 8% of the393

typical flow front velocity in air and water, respectively.394

B. Numerical solution395

Governing equations were solved in a closed rectangular396

domain with the same horizontal dimensions as the experi-397

ments. As the pressure fields for each constituent were not398

known, following [13] we applied the implicit finite volume399

pressure-correction scheme proposed by Ref. [41] to each400

constituent, which is an iterative procedure for calculating the401

flow and pressure fields that is described in detail in Ref. [13].402

Regarding the boundary conditions, the grid was arranged403

such that the wall coincided with a control volume face, thus404

requiring only specifying the flow across the wall as a boundary405

condition to the pressure-correction equation (pp. 129–130406

of Ref. [41]), which was equal to zero since the domain407

was closed. Additionally, the no-slip boundary condition was408

considered for the fluid, so that the fluid velocity parallel to409

the walls was equal to zero. A zero momentum flux across410

the walls was assumed for the solid constituents, so that the411

gradient of the solids velocity parallel to the walls was equal to412

zero, which means that solid particles can slip along the walls.413

Finally, a wall friction equal to the inner Coulomb friction ϕ414

was assumed.415

The solution algorithm for one time step can be summarized 416

as follows. (i) Start the calculation of the fields at the new time 417

step with the solution of the previous time step. (ii) Solve 418

the discretized momentum equations for the fluid. (iii) Solve 419

the discretized momentum equations for the small particles. 420

(iv) Solve the discretized momentum equations for the large 421

particles. (v) Solve the pressure-correction equation for the 422

fluid, and correct fluid pressure and velocities (underrelaxed). 423

(vi) Solve the pressure-correction equation for the small parti- 424

cles, and correct solid pressure and velocities (underrelaxed). 425

(vii) Solve the pressure-correction equation for the large parti- 426

cles, and correct solid pressure and velocities (underrelaxed). 427

(vii) Solve the discretized conservation of mass equation for 428

the small particles. (viii) Solve the discretized conservation of 429

mass equation for the large particles. (ix) Solve the discretized 430

k − ε equations for the fluid. (x) With the new fields, return to 431

step (ii) until a converged solution for both the continuity and 432

momentum equations is satisfied to an acceptable tolerance 433

(difference in velocity between two successive iterations less 434

than 1 mm s−1) for each constituent. 435

We solved numerically the four sets of experiments pre- 436

sented in Table I. The horizontal dimension of the compu- 437

tational domain L was given by the experimental facility 438

(i.e., L = 1.5 m); whereas the vertical dimension H was 439

chosen as H = 2ho, as we verified that for H larger than 440

∼1.5ho the influence of the boundary condition at the top 441

of the computational grid was negligible. For simplification 442

and because the horizontal dimension of the domain was 443

fixed, independent of the experiment, we used a fixed grid 444

size of �x = �y = 7.14 × 10−3 m (i.e., L/�x = 210), and a 445

time step of �t = 2.5 × 10−3 s (i.e.,
√

Lg−1/�t = 156), such 446

as �x/�t = 2.9 m s−1 was about twice the maximum front 447

propagation speed. The details of the numerical setup for each 448

simulation are also summarized in Table I. 449
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FIG. 3. Results of granular column collapse and spreading in air with grains size of 3 mm and columns with ho/xo = 3. Numerical
experiments were carried out by varying the proportions of the same solid constituent between 25% and 75%. (a),(b) Contour graphs of the

dimensionless solid pressures p̃1 and p̃2, respectively, and experimental (——) and computed c−1
∫ H̃

0 [c1(̃x,̃y) + c2(̃x,̃y)]dỹ (– – –) free surface
of the granular flow. (c),(d) Spatial variation of the magnitude (contour) and direction (arrows) of the solid velocities ũ 1 and ũ 2, respectively.
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IV. RESULTS450

A. Validation of the model equations451

To validate the new constitutive relation (10) that describes452

the interactions between solid constituents in a dense regime,453

we first conducted numerical experiments for the collapse and454

spreading of a granular column composed by two solid species,455

named 1 and 2, with equal material density and diameter (i.e.,456

γ1 = γ2 and d1 = d2) in air. In this condition, the three-phase457

flow dynamics is identical to the monodisperse counterpart458

(i.e., two-phase flows) validated by Ref. [13]. We also carried459

out these numerical experiments with the larger particles in460

air (experiment A1.1 of Table II), for which the fluid effects461

are less important [13], and we varied the relative solid462

fractions Xα = cα/(c1 + c2) between (X1,X2) = (0%, 100%),463

(25%, 75%), and (50%, 50%). The results of this analysis are464

presented in Figs. 3 and 4 that also show a comparison with465

the experimental measurements. It is shown that the total solid466

pressure is partitioned according to the relative solid fraction467

of each component [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)], and is equal to the468

simulated solid pressure of one solid constituent [Fig. 4(a)].469

Furthermore, in the three-constituent simulations, both solid470

components have the same solid velocity [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]471
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FIG. 4. Results of granular column collapse and spreading in air
with grains size of 3 mm and columns with ho/xo = 3. The numerical
experiments were carried out by varying the proportions of the same
solid constituent between (0%, 100%), (25%, 75%), and (50%, 50%).
(a) Time series of the total solid pressure at the left bottom corner
of the column p̃b = p̃1

b + p̃2
b (gray lines) and the column height at

the left top yt/ho (black lines). (b) Comparison between measured
(◦) and simulated time series of the dimensionless front position
(xF − xo)/ho for (0%, 100%) (——), (25%, 75%) (− · − ·), and
(50%, 50%) (– – –).

and front speed [Fig. 4(b)], thus preserving the mixture force 472

balance independent of the fractions of the components, which 473

validates the solid interaction closure (10), as the two solid 474

constituents simulations give the same numerical results as for 475

the case of a single constituent. 476

Note that Fig. 4(b) shows that during the deceleration stage 477

at the end of the granular flow, the agreement between simula- 478

tions and experiments is not as good as during earlier stages. 479

This is because when the flow decelerates in experiments, 480

some particles escape from the surface of the granular flow, 481

which does not occur in simulations, thus leading to a larger 482

runout distance in experiments than in numerical simulations. 483

It is important to note that this difference between experiments 484

and simulations does not exceed 10% of ho. 485

Before validating the constitutive relation (10) for the case 486

of binary mixtures of small and large grains, it is necessary 487

to analyze the kinetic sieving coefficient σ � 0, introduced in 488

the empirical function η(σ ) of Eq. (14) in order to address the 489

kinetic sieving of small grains in the solid pressure closure (4). 490
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FIG. 5. (a) Ratio between simulated and measured front speed
us

F /um
F , as a function of σ for experiments A1.4 (•) and B1.1 (�)

of Table II and ho/xo = 2. (b) Image of the experimental deposit of
A1.4. (c),(d) Numerical results showing the contour graph of the solid
concentration of small particles c1 for simulated deposits of A1.4 with
σ = 1.4 (c) and σ = 0.0 (d). White dashed line marks the separation
between the layer with small and large grains at the bottom of the
deposit and the layer rich in large grains at the surface (in where
c1 < 0.1), and the black dashed line represents the free surface of the
deposit.
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Following [13], the front speed in the constant velocity regime491

uF = max(dxF /dt), is used as a control parameter to compare492

the numerical results with the experimental measurements. We493

chose the front speed because we verified that it was the most494

sensitive parameter that allowed us to validate the theory.495

A sensitivity analysis of the front speed depending on496

σ is presented in Fig. 5(a), which shows the ratio between497

simulated and measured front speed us
F /um

F , for experiments498

A1.4 and B1.1 of Table II. The simulated front speed is499

smaller than the experimental measurements when σ = 0, but500

approaches those measurements when σ increases [Fig. 5(a)].501

The final deposit morphology is also fairly well simulated502

when increasing σ [compare Figs. 5(c) and 5(d) with Fig. 5(b)],503

although the fit of the deposit morphology is not as good as504

in the case of only one solid species [see comparison between505

measured and simulated free surface of the granular flow in506

Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)].507

The influence of σ can be explained by the expansion of508

the granular network induced by particle segregation. This509

is shown in Figs. 5(b)–5(d) by comparing the measured510

[Fig. 5(b)] and simulated deposits of A1.4 in cases of σ = 1.4511

[Fig. 5(c)] and σ = 0.0 [Fig. 5(d)]. Percolation of the small512

grains induces the segregation of the large particles at the top513

of the flow [Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)], which in turn decreases the514

mixture concentration. This is because in the cases analyzed515

here, the relative concentration of small grains is close to516

28%, which corresponds to the optimal packing (see Fig. 1)517

so that any change in the relative concentration of small518

grains (increase or decrease) produces a decrease in the loose519

packing mixture concentration, thus increasing the mixture520
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FIG. 6. Experimental results for experiments A1.4 (d1/d2 =
0.067 in air) and ho/xo = 2. (a) Dimensionless front speed,
uF /

√
g′ho, and (b) maximum increase of mixture volume (Vmax −

Vo)/Vo, as a function of the initial relative concentration of small
grains. The experimental tendency is represented by the dashed line.
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FIG. 7. Simulated, ũs
F , versus modelled, ũm

F , dimensionless front
speed for the four sets of experiments of Table I with ho/xo = 3 and
σ = 1.4.

volume. This volumetric expansion is then reflected in the front 521

speed as the kinetic energy is proportional to both the solid 522

concentration and square velocity, so that by conservation of 523

energy a decrease in solid concentration is compensated with 524

an increase in speed. Experimental measurements in air are 525
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FIG. 8. Froude number Fr = uF /
√

2g′he as a function of the
initial volume fraction of small grains for sets A1 (in air, 
) and
A2 (in water, �) (a), and B1 (in air, ◦) and B2 (in water, ∇)
(b) of Table I. White marks are experimental measurements with
ho/xo = {2,3,4,6,8}; and black marks are simulation results with
ho/xo = 6 and σ = 1.4. The experimental tendency is represented
by the dashed line.
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used to test this hypothesis, and the main results are shown in526

Fig. 6 that presents the dimensionless front speed uF /
√

g′ho527

and the maximum increase of mixture volume (Vmax − Vo)/Vo528

as a function of the initial relative concentration of small529

grains, with Vo = xoho and Vmax = max[
∫ L

0 hs(x,t)dx] where530

hs is the experimental free surface of the granular flow. The531

experimental results show that when the initial volume fraction532

of small grains increases until ∼28%, both the front speed and533

the mixture volume increase.534

The results described above can be explained in terms of535

the governing equations. In particular, the segregation of small536

and large grains that explains the increase in front speed in537

Fig. 5(a) is modulated by σ , explained as follows. When σ538

increases, the empirical function η(σ ) of Eq. (14) decreases,539

so that accordingly with Eqs. (4) and (13), there is an interval540

of the mixture concentration (ηc∗ < c1 + c2 < c∗) for which541

the solid pressure of large grains exists and the solid pressure542

of small grains is set to zero. Once the solid pressure of small543

grains is set to zero, the force balance is broken and the small544

grains fall down, thus generating percolation and the resulting545

segregation of the granular flow. Moreover, as a consequence546

of segregation, there is an expansion of the flow because of the547

decrease in mixture concentration [see (11) and Fig. 1, which548

shows that when the proportion of small grains increases above 549

28%, the mixture concentration decreases], which produces 550

the increase in front speed that is observed in the experimental 551

measurements of Fig. 6 and in the simulation results. It is 552

argued that this increase in flow speed may be explained in 553

terms of the kinetic energy of the flow, which is proportional to 554

both the solid concentration and the square of the flow velocity, 555

so that a decrease in solid concentration is compensated by an 556

increase in speed. In contrary, when σ approaches 0, η(σ ) is 557

closer to 1, so that there is no practical difference between 558

large and small grains in terms of solid pressure. Hence, 559

there is neither segregation nor expansion of the granular 560

flow, and consequently the front speed stays invariant with 561

respect to the situation described by a homogeneous granular 562

flow. 563

Using σ = 1.4 in Eq. (14), for which us
F /um

F ≈ 1, to 564

model the kinetic sieving of small grains, the four sets of 565

experiments summarized in Table I were simulated and the 566

results for ho/xo = 3 are presented in Fig. 7. A good agreement 567

between simulated and measured front speed is observed, 568

thus validating the system of governing equations for dense 569

granular flows of binary mixtures of small and large spherical 570

particles of equal mass density in an ambient fluid. 571
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FIG. 9. Results for experiments A1.4 at t̃ = 1.9 (in air, left panels) and A2.4 at t̃ = 3.1 (in water, right panels). (a),(b) Experimental image.
(c),(d) Contour graph of the total solid concentration, c1 + c2, and the streamlines of fluid velocity (→→). (e),(f) Dimensionless horizontal
fluid velocity, ũ0 (− · − ·), and drag force, F̃x drag (→), profiles in the front area.
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B. On the dynamics of three-phase dense granular flows572

In order to verify that the results obtained from experiments573

are independent of the initial column aspect ratio, we repeated574

each set of experiments with columns of ho/xo = {2,3,4,6,8}.575

For comparison of the results, we used the equivalent height576

he = he(tan ϕ,ho/xo), introduced by Ref. [13] to subtract the577

effects of tan ϕ and ho/xo, which for the case of monosized578

glass beads (ϕ = 26◦) is579

he

ho

=
{

0.4 1 � ho/xo � 3,

0.76(ho/xo)−0.58 3 < ho/xo � 16,
(16)

such that the front speed can be written generically as1 580

uF = Fr
√

2g′he, (17)

where Fr is a Froude number that is independent of tan ϕ and581

ho/xo, so that the dimensionless front speed or Froude number582

Fr = uF /
√

2g′he collapses to a single value when considering583

the same conditions of ambient fluid and solids mixture but584

different column aspect ratio.585

Figure 8 shows Fr as a function of the initial volume586

fraction of small grains for the four sets of experiments of587

Table I. For the case of experiments in air (experiments A1588

and B1 in Fig. 8), the front speed increases when the initial589

volume fraction of small grains increases until ∼28% (Fig. 8),590

which according to Eq. (11) corresponds to the optimal or591

maximum packing concentration of the mixture (see Fig. 1).592

As discussed in the previous section, this behavior could be593

caused by particle segregation that increases the solid mixture594

volume, and it is more important for binary mixtures with595

d1/d2 = 0.067 < 0.15 [experiments A1 in Fig. 8(a)] than596

for binary mixtures with d1/d2 = 0.233 [experiments B1 in597

Fig. 8(b)]. When repeating the same experiments in water, the598

increase in front speed due to particle segregation is damped,599

and the maximum value of the front speed is shifted toward600

smaller relative concentration of small grains [see experiments601

A2 in Fig. 8(a)]. This behavior can be attributed to the nature602

of the ambient fluid, and can be explained by the competition603

between particle segregation and ambient fluid effects. In fact,604

the front speed decreases when the particle diameter decreases,605

and this effect is enhanced in water [13].606

The effect of the ambient fluid is illustrated in Fig. 9 that607

presents a comparison of the results for experiments in air608

and in water. Although in both cases drag forces coupled609

with wall fluid viscous effects counteract the movement of610

the solids [see Figs. 9(e) and 9(f) and discussion in Ref. [13]],611

the ambient fluid effects are more important in water than in612

air. Furthermore, Figs. 9(a)–9(d) show that, in general, there613

is a good agreement between the experimental and numerical614

morphologies of the granular flow. Apparent discrepancies615

are observed, however, in the case of ambient water for616

which experiments show that suspended particles at the top617

of the granular flow are concentrated in eddies [Fig. 9(b)],618

whereas numerical simulations reveal a smooth region with619

low concentration of particles [Fig. 9(d)]. This is because the620

experimental image corresponds to just one realization and621

the results of the model equations correspond to an average622

over many realizations. In fact, by using the equivalent height623

he described in Eq. (17) to scale the images of experiments624

A2.4 of Table II with the same dimensionless time t
√

2g′/he,625
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FIG. 10. (a) Experimental average image of experiments A2.4
at t

√
2g′/he = 8.5. The gray solid line delimits the simulated area

with c1 + c2 � 0.6. (b) Simulated contour graph of the total solid
concentration of experiment A2.4 and ho/xo = 6 at t

√
2g′/he =

13.3.

a better fit is observed in terms of the flow morphology as 626

shown in Fig. 10. This figure shows that after averaging the 627

experimental images, the eddies associated to the suspended 628

particles at the top of the flow are also averaged, thus leading 629

to the same smooth region as in the simulations. Also, this 630

figure validates the use of he as scaling parameter when using 631

different ho/xo, because not only the front speed (Fig. 8) but 632

also the flow morphology collapses to a single value when 633

considering the same conditions of ambient fluid and solids 634

mixture but different ho/xo. 635

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 636

The coupled dynamics of the constituents of a dense 637

granular flow composed of a binary mixture of small and 638

large grains and immersed in an ambient fluid was studied. 639

For doing this, we extended the two-phase approach proposed 640

by Ref. [13] to the case of flowing dense binary mixtures 641

of solid particles by including in the momentum equations a 642

constitutive relation that describes the interaction mechanisms 643

between the solid constituents in a dense regime. This 644

theory was validated by comparing the numerical results 645

with experimental measurements of flows resulting from the 646

collapse, in ambient air or water, of two-dimensional granular 647

columns that consisted of mixtures of small and large spherical 648

particles of equal mass density. 649

Our results suggest that the model equations include the 650

essential features that describe the dynamics of dense granular 651

flows of mixtures of small and large spherical particles of equal 652

mass density and surface roughness (Fig. 7). The key feature of 653

the model equations is the new constitutive relation (10), which 654

correctly represents the interactions between the solid species 655

in a dense regime, since one species can be split into several 656
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subconstituents and the resulting dynamics is independent of657

that subdivision (see Figs. 3 and 4). With this new constitutive658

relation, the effect of difference in diameter between the two659

solid constituents is only taken into account in the model660

through the interactions with the ambient fluid. However, the661

dynamics of these binary mixtures is incompletely accounted662

for unless the kinetic sieving of small grains is included663

(Fig. 5). For doing this, the empirical function η(σ ) of Eq. (14)664

was introduced to represent the fact that under a critical value665

of the mixture concentration, only the small particles fall666

down while the large particles remain packed [5]. The direct667

effect of Eq. (14) in the solid pressure closure (4) was the668

segregation of the constituents [compare Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)],669

which can be explained by the squeeze expulsion mechanism,670

proposed first in Ref. [5] and later by Refs. [14,24], for671

which percolation of small grains produces force imbalances672

at the base of the flow and forces the large particles to move673

upward. This mechanism was a natural result of the model674

equations.675

An important consequence of the segregation in the granular676

flow is the increase of the volume of the binary mixture because677

of the decrease of the mixture concentration, which is then678

reflected in an increase of the front speed (see Fig. 5). This is679

because in the cases analyzed here, the relative concentration680

of small grains is close to 28%, which corresponds to the681

optimal packing (see Fig. 1), so that any change of the682

spatial variation of the relative concentration of small grains683

(increase or decrease) produces a decrease in the loose packing684

mixture concentration, thus increasing the mixture volume.685

This volumetric expansion is then reflected in the front speed686

as the kinetic energy of the flow is proportional to both687

the solid concentration and the square of the flow velocity,688

so that a decrease in solid concentration is compensated689

by an increase in speed. The increase in flow mobility for690

binary mixtures having small amounts of small grains has691

been reported in experiments [18,19] and in soft particle692

discrete element numerical simulations [20]. In these studies,693

the mobility increase was attributed to a thin layer of small694

particles that may change the frictional dynamics at the base695

of the flow [19,20]. However, the results of Fig. 5 suggest that696

the increase in flow speed caused by the volumetric expansion697

of the flow related to the particle segregation can also explain698

the enhanced mobility. This relation between mobility and699

segregation may be in contradiction with Ref. [19] who found700

that a deposit of a granular flow with high mobility appears to701

have less segregation than a deposit of a flow with low mobility.702

However, our results agree with that of Refs. [18–20] as the703

maximum flow mobility occurs for mixture concentrations704

close to the maximum packing concentration (∼28% of705

fraction of small grains; see curves A1 and B1 of Fig. 8),706

for which the increase in volume due to segregation is greater707

[see Eq. (11) and Fig. 1]. Hence, the increase in flow front708

speed and mobility may be the result of both the expansion of709

the granular mixture and the lubrication at the base of the flow,710

although other effects could also contribute to the increase711

in front speed. For instance, chaos was introduced into the712

our system A as particles could not return to their near-perfect713

initial state, whereas the initial state of our system B was closer714

to a natural system in terms of initial preparation. Further715

experimental analysis is required to elucidate this issue. These716

results, however, show the necessity of considering small and 717

large grains in the analyses of granular flows in nature. 718

Regarding the ambient fluid effects, [13] showed that in 719

the context of dense granular flows, the main forces that 720

describe the interactions between fluid and solid particles are 721

the hydrodynamic fluid pressure (or pore pressure) and the drag 722

forces. This is because hydrodynamic fluid pressure can hold 723

the reduced weight of the solids, thus inducing a transition from 724

dense-compacted to dense-suspended granular flows, whereas 725

drag forces counteract the solids movement, especially within 726

the near-wall viscous layer. Also, [13] showed that fluid 727

turbulence is particularly important and has to be considered in 728

the analysis. This is explained by the fact that fluid turbulence 729

contributes to the solid-phase force balance, as fluid turbulence 730

decreases the fluid velocity, thus increasing drag forces that 731

finally counteract the gravity in the solid-phase force balance. 732

As a consequence, small grains are more resistant to flow than 733

large grains, so that the front speed decreases when the grain 734

size decreases, and this behavior is more pronounced in water 735

than in air. In the case of the three-constituent granular flow 736

analyzed here, these ambient fluid effects help to explain the 737

results of Fig. 8, which shows that the increase in flow speed 738

due to the volumetric expansion is damped in water compared 739

to the case in air [compare experiments A1 and A2 of Fig. 8(a)]. 740

As shown in Figs. 9(e) and 9(f), this occurs because the drag 741

forces coupled with the wall fluid viscous effects counteract the 742

movement of the solid particles. Therefore, although a mixture 743

of small and large grains may segregate and the front speed 744

may increase, fluid drag forces can counteract the movement 745

of the solids, thus competing with segregation. 746
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL 755

REPRESENTATION OF THE CONSTITUTIVE RELATION 756

BETWEEN SOLID CONSTITUENTS IN A DENSE REGIME 757

For obtaining the constitutive relation that represents the 758

interaction force between the solid components in a dense 759

regime m̂βαi = −m̂αβi , we follow the second guiding principle 760

proposed by Ref. [22] to describe the motion of a constituent. 761

This principle states that we may, in abstraction, isolate a 762

constituent from the rest of the mixture as long as the effects of 763

the other components are considered as forces acting upon it. In 764

this context, let us do the abstraction of a volume Vα , containing 765

only particles of the solid constituent α and surrounded by a 766

mixture that contains all the other components [Fig. 11(a)]. 767

This abstraction allows us to interpret the action of the other 768

solid component β on the constituent α as superficial forces 769
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∂Vα

(a)
V −Vα

Vα

T̂β
αij

∂Vβ

(b)
V −Vβ

Vβ

T̂α
βij

FIG. 11. In abstraction the solid constituents α and β are isolated from the rest of the mixture. (a)
∫

∂Vα
T̂

β

αij nj dS corresponds to the action
force of the solid constituent β acting on the surface ∂Vα of Vα , and in response there is an equivalent and opposite force acting on β, 2
− ∫

∂Vα
T̂

β

αij nj dS. (b) In the same way,
∫

∂Vβ
T̂ α

βij nj dS corresponds to the action force of the solid constituent α acting on the surface ∂Vβ of

Vβ , and in response there is an equivalent and opposite force acting on α, − ∫
∂Vβ

T̂ α
βij nj dS. Thus, the mutual actions between constituents are

represented by
∫

V
m̂βαidV = − ∫

V
m̂αβidV = ∫

∂Vα
T̂

β

αij nj dS − ∫
∂Vβ

T̂ α
βij nj dS.

acting on the surface ∂Vα of Vα , such that this action can be770

represented by a tensor of superficial forces T̂
β

αij acting on771

∂Vα . In this way, the action force of the constituent β on α772

is
∫
∂Vα

T̂
β

αij nj dS, with nj the outward normal vector, and in773

response there is an equivalent and opposite force acting on774

β, − ∫
∂Vα

T̂
β

αij nj dS. Similarly, if we now consider the same775

abstraction for the constituent β [Fig. 11(b)], then the action776

force of the solid constituent α on β is
∫
∂Vβ

T̂ α
βijnj dS, and in777

response there is an equivalent and opposite force acting on α,778

− ∫
∂Vβ

T̂ α
βijnj dS.779

Thus, the reciprocal interaction force between the solid780

constituents α and β has two components, one representing781

the action force of the constituent β on α that is applied on the782

border ∂Vα , and another representing the reaction force of the783

constituent β on α that is applied on the border ∂Vβ , such that784

the reciprocal force is represented by 785∫
V

m̂βαi dV = −
∫

V

m̂αβi dV

=
∫

∂Vα

T̂
β

αijnj dS −
∫

∂Vβ

T̂ α
βijnj dS. (A1)

Applying the divergence theorem and since dVα = cα dV , so 786

that 787∫
∂Vα

T̂
β

αijnj dS =
∫

Vα

∂T̂
β

αij

∂xj

dVα =
∫

V

cα

∂T̂
β

αij

∂xj

dV, (A2)

(A1) is then written as 788

m̂βαi = −m̂αβi = cα

∂T̂
β

αij

∂xj

− cβ

∂T̂ α
βij

∂xj

. (A3)
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